[Our technic for continent perineal colostomies after the abdominal-perineal amputation of the rectum].
Having briefly outlined the complex question of definitive abdominal colostomy, understood as an inevitable stage in demolitive anorectal surgery if the tumour is localised approximately 7-10 cm from the anus, the authors propose abdominal-perineal and perineal colostomy as logical alternative capable of offering a more satisfactory quality of life with equal oncological radicality. Currently used techniques are then discussed by which the perineal colostomy is fitted with a sphincter to make it continent. From this it emerges that the common limits to each method largely consist in the complexity of the operation and the type of postoperative care required, including a long period of postoperative stomal rehabilitation (with the relative equipment and staff) in order to achieve better functional results. Using their 10-year experience of perineal colostomies, also with sphincters, as a starting point, the authors illustrate their personal technique which ensures a degree of stomal continence which is comparable if not better than that obtained using other surgical procedures but is not so difficult to perform and does not require such full-time assistance. The consequent improved risk-benefit ratio for this type of operation means that the indications can be widened to coincide with those for traditional abdomino-perineal colostomy both with regard to age and the stage of disease. There are two basic steps in this technique. The first involves abdomino-peroneal demolition secondary to cancer and follows the conventional lines of classic abdomino-perineal colostomy; the second involves the sphincteric reconstruction which is performed using an extremely simple technique. The two small anti-mesenteric tenia of the prestomal colon are mobilised and placed around the colon so that they form a smooth double sphincter which completely occludes the former's lumen. On completing surgery, the sphincteric structure lies just above the perineal stoma whereas the underlying tract of colon, which is the site of the muscle graft, is completely extra-corporal until it has become regularized. The surgical safety of this technique is immediately evident from the fact that since it was introduced temporary abdominal colostomy has been no longer been performed, thus avoiding subsequent colorrhaphic surgery and reducing hospital stay, patient suffering and social costs.